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LEGAL MARKETING
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Marketing your law firm is essential since its the base for your client gen-
eration. It is the process of nurturing client, educating them about why 
should they choose you over your competitors, and also explaining how 
you engage with them. In order to become a successful law firm, you have 
to attract your clients and also have to put your marketing efforts in order 
to retain them. 

In this guide, we had updated the most current strategies & tactics for 
your legal firm, which you can use to get more signs. Our legal marketing 
guide will teach you 

1. HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR ONLINE PRESENCE?

2. HOW TO CONVEY YOUR STORY THAT CONVINCES YOUR CLIENTS?

3. HOW TO IMPRESS YOUR LEGAL CLIENTS ONLINE AND HOW TO 
    CONVERT THEM? 

4. HOW TO TRACK YOUR WEBSITE'S PERFORMANCE? 
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Create a sales funnel with your marketing team, which can transform the 
individuals into legal clients. Each perspective of your marketing efforts 
should come under the following stages of the funnel for greatest suc-
cess. 

When your prospective clients are looking for you in their legal need, they 
visit your website through any form of marketing channels like a newspa-
per ad, online search, or through any other traffic source. 

SALES FUNNEL FOR YOUR
LAW FIRM MARKETING: 

Awareness:

Your client prospects will be looking for solutions to their legal problems 
and will be having a thought to approach you. As they are in the stage of 
finding solutions, the marketing content you had incorporated is the 
magnet that attracts your clients of interest towards you. It also includes 
an increase in followers in social media.

Concern: 
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Once the awareness worked, their interest in your law firm increases 
which results in the decision of the prospects. Before deciding they look 
into your websites, the area of expertise, your bio as well as your client 
list. They proceed to email or set up a call when they are finalized with the 
decision. 

Decision:

The action is enhanced when your prospects sign a contract as a result of 
their interest towards you.

Action:
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Lead generation is the process of acquiring clients for your law firm in one 
or other way. Your law firm should have a constant and measurable lead 
generation system. These leads can vary from ideal to garbage, but at the 
very limited, a firm should understand how many leads they are making, 
how those leads are generated, and what happens to all of those possible 
clients.

PRINCIPLES OF LEAD
GENERATION: 

When you directly communicate with the prospects, it is solely you deter-
mining the time and the way of interaction. The tools included under out-
bound are email marketing, display ads, PPC, etc. Other traditional meth-
ods like direct email campaigns, calling to the prospects etc. 

Outbound

It is a way of marketing which uses the information and interesting con-
tent to drag the people rather than reaching out to prospects. Clients 
acquired through inbounds normally refers to organic leads. In this way of 
marketing, the time and type of interaction are chosen by the prospect. 
Tools that come under Inbound marketing are Content, websites, SEO, 
blogs, and social media etc. 

Both inbound and outbound marketing is important in the point of reve-
nue. Inbound marketing is critical since the prospect has to find you and 
the possibility of converting the random prospect into a client is greater.

Inbound
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Promotions, advertising, or running campaigns have been in use by the 
companies and also have a verified success rate. 

Some of the traditional marketing comprise ads on newspaper, newslet-
ters, billboards, ads on magazines, brochures, TV ads, radio ads, cata-
logues, filters, and telemarketing. 

Traditional Marketing:

Four effective tactics attorneys
can use to generate leads. 

TRANSFORM YOUR FRIENDS INTO CUSTOMERS.

DEVELOP A GROUP OF PEOPLE THAT HAVE MORE VALUE

REVEAL IMPERATIVE PARTNERSHIPS 

USE SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS

Digital marketing refers to marketing that revolves around the digital space 
since the companies use blogs, websites, & social media and much more to 
extend their audience. 

Normally digital marketing provides day to day information about the 
products and services. Some of the tools that come under digital are PPC, 
Email Marketing, and mobile marketing. 

Digital Marketing:

Referrals are the most and easiest method used by the small scale busi-
nesses to pull new leads. It happens when the people in your network refer 
or recommend your law firm in their network. Referrals reduce the money 
spent on the sales process and the length of the sales cycle.

Referrals:
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LEGAL MARKETING
IN 2019

The client you have acquired through a referral way of marketing will trust 
you more even at the initial stage.  The client who likely signed up with you 
will more likely generate a number of referrals since they understand the 
process. 

Depending on your law practice your referrers may include existing clients, 
past clients, law school friends, bankers, professionals, investigators and 
others. 

We all knew that Google makes a lot of changes to the SERP. There were 
many noticeable changes in last year.

Some of the current changes include: 

The below-mentioned snapshot shows how the feature snippet plays a 
role in the Search Engine Result Page. The featured snippet block will be 
visible at the top of the search results page that dominates the organic 
result. 

Showing up as a featured snippets for your law firm drastically improve 
your click-through rate. Your website will be positioned in the zeroth posi-
tion and it is one of the best optimization methods you can implement for 
your law firm. 

Featured Snippet:
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The consumer's trust towards the firm increases more with the help of 
local results. The number of leads generated from local results has a 
significant improvement. This was evidently proved for law firms who had 
gained a lot of great reviews. 

An increase in consumer trust on local results: 
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In accordance with the stats of Net Market Share, the global share percent-
age favors Google. 

Google use to send large traffic to your law firm websites, it's a better 
idea to consider the ways you can gain the Google traffic. You can use 
both paid ads and organic ranking. 

Search Engine Prioritization:

JANUARY 2019 - MARKET SHARE 
74.28% - GOOGLE 
12.09% - BAIDU 
7.87% - BING 

When your customers are researching or in a surfing mode, they use to 
view YouTube videos for a quick solution. For example, someone might 
think " how to prepare for a criminal case law".  Addressing this query 
with a video is a great source you can utilise to stand in front of your 
potential client. 

Do you see the potential opportunity here?
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Here we had shared the snapshot of the different traffic acquired through 
organic, paid and local results. Here I had done a typical search for a per-
sonal injury lawyers in San Francisco, California and had witnessed the 
following result. 

At Bright bridge, we here list out the following
channels for your reference. 

PAID SEARCH VS. ORGANIC
SEARCH

GOOGLE
YOUTUBE
BING 
LEGAL DIRECTORIES
FACEBOOK 
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The screenshot above shows how the ad result had been viewed dominat-
ing the organic search results. It almost takes the space of the most screen, 
yet they account for only less than 5% of all clicks. 

Below the paid ads, there comes the result of local SEO. 

Scrolling further down the page, Yelp is in the organic position. Right 
below Yelp, the position is occupied by other legal directories followed by 
multiple law firm websites. 
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Then comes the organic result 
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BE POSITIONED IN ADS

MARK YOUR FOOTPRINT ON DIRECTORIES

RANK IN THE LOCAL MAP

OPTIMIZE TO GET RANK IN ORGANIC RESULTS

Ads and directories have occupied most of the result. We also had outlined 
the other ways of result option. 

Law firms can improve their number of clients by maximizing the position 
of your legal website appears on the first page of Google's results. 

Try to be in all these 4 places: 
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Identify the area your law firm located in, to market your firm for people 
of that area. The simple logic is, the client wouldn't have an idea of choos-
ing a  San Francisco lawyer when the resident resides in a San Diego 
community. 

Understand the area you serve: 

SHARPEN YOUR LAW FIRM
MARKETING EFFORTS

It's best to choose your primary practice area to market them. We didn't 
mean that you handle only one case. Suppose you are a family law attor-
ney, you can even market for a divorce lawyer or child custody attorney. 
But concentrate on what you are practising.  

Identify what sort of cases you want: 

Your law firm can grow beyond measures, but to achieve that you should 
perform well and have to try to expand into new markets of your niche. 

Initiate with small things. Think Big!

Be sure you don't forget that you are working towards the same goals as 
your competitors. Success is not doing well but doing better than your 
competitors. 

Work to revolve as a best: 

Here is a checklist you shouldn't miss for your law firm. You can use the 
checklist to improve your law firm's online presence in 2019. These 
checklists will surely help you to generate new leads, drag new clients 
and will build your referral network. 

The checklist you shouldn't Miss: 
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Your website is the voice of your brand. It's the forefront of your internet 
marketing efforts. It is the place where your clients visit before or after 
reaching you. So have complete control of your website and make it 
impressive. 

Optimize Your Law Firm's Website:

Many websites are not mobile friendly.  A non-mobile friendly website 
will make the client move out of your website. If you are not sure if your 
law firm site is mobile friendly you can use mobile-friendly website test as 
like we did.

Check whether your website is mobile-friendly: 

Check whether your law firm website has an SSL certificate installed. If 
you had not checked yet, use Google Chrome which highlights the warn-
ings in the address bar if your law firm website is not secure. Your legal 
website should start with https:// rather than http://.

Make Sure Your Website Is Secure 

We had come across many law firm websites which lacks the loading 
speed required. Make sure to check if you are a past client of Findlaw. The 
slow loading speed of your website makes the client feel pain and defi-
nitely, it will break the conversions. One of the major problem that every 
law firm face is the slow loading speed. If not yet you had checked the 
speed, then it’s time for you to check using Google PageSpeed Insights. 
Having a website with well-optimized speed is the main factor that 
improves the ranking position. 

Check the Speed of Your Website: 
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You can improve the content of your site using the most popular SEO tool 
named Screaming Frog.  You can even link both Google Analytics and 
Screaming Frog to check how your every page rank and to work based on 
it. You have to rewrite, eliminate or even consolidate the pages that are 
underperforming stage. 

Develop your Content:

You might be in the developing stage of your law firm. You might have 
moved, deleted or even had renamed the page on your website. But make 
sure to redirect the page you had moved or deleted since the old Url 
return a 404 error.  Redirecting your old URL to new URL will provide 
good user experience and it helps people and also helps bots to transfer 
the authority of the page to the new location. If you had not done, do it 
now. You can check the existing 404 pages using Google Search Console. 

Crawl Error Verification: 

As we mentioned earlier use structured data that tells Google what your 
pages are about. Adding structured data markup for your pages enriches 
the quality and the special feature or service you afford will be displayed 
as a rich feature. You can add the star rating using schema which optimiz-
es even in a better way. 

Practice Structured Data : 
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Implementing the Call to Action on your website is a way of calling your 
websites to do some action on your site. If a random client wishes to do 
some action on your website but ending up annoyed since its an image 
will decrease the quality. You have to work to make your firm easy to con-
tact. Implementation of Call to Action button varies from contact to 
appointment scheduling.  Responding is another important factor to con-
sider and you should do in a prompt way that they hire you. 

Have a call to action: 

Developing your law firm's visibility in a search result is the right way you 
can generate a number of traffics to your business. 

Build Your Law Firm’s Organic Perceptibility: 
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FAQ PAGES 

TYPE OF SERVICE YOU PROVIDE (PRACTICE AREA)

CASE RESULTS 

CLIENT STORIES 

CASE STUDIES

Promoting content regularly doesn't mean dumping large content. Pub-
lishing content should be quality enriched as well. Though it takes a lot of 
time & effort, it results in a strong return on investment.

Some sorts of content a law firm should concentrate on. 
 

Promote Great Content Regularly : 
 

Be patience, and wait for the links to roll in. Particularly in a legal niche, it 
is a little bit tougher. 

You can get a better result when you concentrate on figuring out who else 
writes about the process of a case you are handling. You can research and 
figure out what keywords your people are using to search. You can then 
outreach them to get a link back. 

Build Great Links: 

 

Your listing in the map represents your business. You can publish posts in 
Google Business. Your post can be a sort of event post and at some times 
it can be General posts. You can utilize Google Q & A feature through 
which you others can question you. It is one of the ways you can figure 
out what your potential clients want. 

List in Google Business
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The checklist you shouldn't Miss: 

Some of your clients may find you via Yahoo, Bing or Youtube at some 
times. There are many law firm directories that have a lot of traffic for a 
variety of keywords. The traffic and rank they are in making some of them 
run PPC for their own directory site. 

So having listed in these directories will be a big start for your law firm. 
Make sure to be visible in each of the directories and also be strong to 
mark your presence in the directory that ranks for keywords which is 
important to your law firm. 

Some of the directories we suggest for your law firm are: 

Improve Your Reputation: 

 

FINDLAW DIRECTORY

JUSTIA DIRECTORY

AVVO DIRECTORY
 
MARTINDALE DIRECTORY

JURIST DIRECTORY 

HG DIRECTORY

Social media marketing enables lawyers to join directly with prospects on 
floors where they are actively seeking solutions for their legal problems. 

Successful social media sites include Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 
LinkedIn, Pinterest, and Snapchat.

There are specific platforms that work better than others for law firms.

Social Media Marketing:
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Though Facebook traffic has decreased in recent times, it has 70% of 
login and 43% of log in takes place multiple times. 

These are the few ways you can use for Facebook paid promotions. 

Facebook

    WORK ON PROMOTING A BLOG POST OR FACTS RELATED TO 
    A SPECIFIC AUDIENCE OR DEMOGRAPHICS. 

    YOU CAN RUN A CONTEST AND AFFORD THEM PRIZES THAT BOOST 
    THE ENGAGEMENT 

    USE FACEBOOK TO ENCOURAGE LOW-COST LEAD MAGNETS

Linkedin is a great platform which is widely used by many numbers of 
attorneys. It allows you to contact your network, organize them, nurture 
them and also can grow them. If you don't have a profile, then create one 
and participate in groups and discussions that are related to your law 
firm.

LinkedIn is the only influential social media platform for which usage is 
higher among 30-49-year-olds than 18-29-year-olds.

Linkedin: 

Twitter supports attorneys to reach out and combine with prospects in a 
way that is unique. Law firms can stay visible and can be connected by 
answering questions, posting the article links that connect to your site.

Twitter:

Email Marketing is one of the best ways to grow your brand and the way 
you can stay in the mind of your leads. You can use email marketing to 
showcase your business message. The message can be conveyed 
through a mix of graphics, links and texts that attracts people who never 
heard of your law firm. Emails generate 58% of revenue will be generated 
through email marketing according to the Direct Marketing Association. 

Email Marketing: 
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Reaching out to your existing can help DOUBLE your number of leads at 
a fraction of cost. Retarget your visitors, before somebody else snatches 
your Prospects! 

Remarketing for a law firm is a law firm’s secret way to reconnect with 
the people who have bounced/exited from your website. Not all clients 
will fill the form or schedule an appointment on their first visit to your site, 
but they may be the potential leads. An efficient remarketing campaign 
can make these prospects to engage with us again and can boost the ROI 
of your digital marketing efforts.

Retargeting: 

Answering the phone calls is a basic requirement and missing the calls is 
directly proportional to missing of new leads. 

Not answering phone calls: 

FEW COMMON ISSUES
THAT MAY AFFECT YOUR
LAW FIRM'S SUCCESS: 

Making them wait or missing the opportunity to call them back affects 
your law firm. 

Response Rate:

Try to avoid 6+ rings before connecting, since nobody has that patience. 
Check the line from time to time and examine it. You can even record and 
listen to a few of your client calls. 

Having a poor answering service: 
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You may have a thirst to generate a lead, and that eagerness would be 
missing in the mind of the phone attendant. Ask them to not be rude and 
ask them to take calls seriously. 

Avoid being rude over the phone: 

The firms that are emerging as the most successful law firms are the ones 
whose entire client experience is excellent. Caring about them will give a 
positive experience to the clients. 

Be Informational and Helpful

There are many ways to turn your small law firm into a large firm. A 
determined plan,well-planned budget, the mind of implementing inte-
grated marketing. You can hire legal marketing professionals to fill the 
gap between you and your customer. 

Feel free to contact us on any doubts!!

Final Thought: 

REQUEST A QUOTE

+651-413-6386
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